TOP
EDUCATIONAL DESIGN
TRENDS SHAPING PROFESSIONAL DESIGN
The constant in Professional and Educational Design is **CHANGE**. To innovate, we must explore and imagine a future which engages students and professionals and empowers development of a culture for life-long learning. Of these influences, the three that are most significant are: the depth of research, technological advances and innovative industry demands.
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Spaces Must Include a Variety: of Scale + Function
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PRO

Spaces that are User Owned
Human Centered Design
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Spaces that are User Owned
Human Centered Design

technology that can keep up
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Technology that can Keep Up
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Social Capital
Human Centered Design
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**05** Branding and Identity

- DEDICATED
- EXCELLENCE
- COLLECTIVE
- SMALL GENIUS
- PASSIONATE
- REFRESHING
- ANYTIME
- POSITIVITY
- UNWAVERING
- SMARTER
- FULL SERVICE
- ANYWHERE
- POSITIVE
- HONEST
- BREATHE
- YOUNG
- LAUGHTER
- MINDFUL
- RESOURCES
- COOL
Branding and Identity
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Outdoor Space That’s Used
Outdoor Space That’s Used
Indoor/Outdoor

More Space with the Less Building
Indoor/Outdoor

More Space with the Less Building
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Built Ideas Together
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More Perspectives Give
More Insight
Innovative Thinking
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EDU

STEM | STEAM | STREAM
Innovative Thinking

Grow Ideas into Projects
Innovative Thinking
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EDU

Grow Ideas into Projects
innovation
health + wellness
Health + Wellness

Health Habits/Lifestyle
Health + Wellness
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Health Habits/Lifestyle
Health + Wellness

Fitness, More Than Just A (fit) Bit
Health + Wellness

Fitness, More Than Just A (fit) Bit
Think Outside the Box
Health + Wellness
health wellness
Research Based

Prove It!

Trend
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Professional Learning
Research Based

Professional Learning
research based
student centered
Indoor/outdoor
innovative thinking
health + wellness
research based